
Market scenarios

Future vision

Future space

New possibilities

Change drivers

Business purpose

Business ambition

What are the potential new opportunities for

customers, their articulated and unarticulated needs

and aspirations?  

How will the most relevant drivers of change in

markets –social, economic, technological –shape

emerging trends? 

Why do we exist? What is our contribution to the

world? What do we distinctively do? 

Given this business purpose, and future vision, what

do we want to achieve as a business? 

How are existing and new markets likely to evolve, in

terms of customers, channels, competitors, and ways

of working? 

What is our inspiring vision of the future? How will life

be better for people? 

So what kind of business are we? What market are

we really in? How can we articulate our business in a

better, more inspiring and distinctive way? 
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Profitable segments

Profitable geographies

Evaluate existing customer segments

(defined by type, need, motivation) by

existing and potential profit.  

Profitable categories

Potential segments

Potential geographies

Potential categories

Potential for profitable growth

Target markets
Evaluate existing customer geographies

(defined by region, culture distance) by

existing and potential profit. 

Evaluate existing customer geographies

(defined by sector, product, application) by

existing and potential profit. 

Explore ‘adjacent’ customer segments (eg

similar needs, attitudes) as potential new

markets.  

Explore ‘adjacent’ geographic regions (eg

nearby, similar culture, structures) as

potential new markets. 

Explore ‘adjacent’ categories(eg similar

products, complimentary benefits) as

potential new markets. 

Evaluate existing and potential markets in terms of their

attractiveness (ability to add value to customers, profit and growth

potential), and accessibility (competitiveness, ease of entry,

available partners). 

Prioritize your markets based on current and future potential,

including the relative importance of growth by segment,

geography or category to your business, or a mix of all. 
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Change the ‘why’

How could you change (redefine, extend, etc) the purpose or ambition of your business and

brand? eg business goals, benefits, applications. 

Change the ‘who’

How could you change (refocus, extend, etc) the core audience? eg a new segment,

different influencers or decision makers. 

Change the ‘what’

How could you change (reinvent, extend etc) your products and services? eg additional

services, price positioning, and customer experience.  

Change the ‘how’

How could you change (reconfigure, simplify etc) the way you work? eg business model,

partners, organisation, channels, rewards. 

Change the game

How will you combine a number of these factors, to change the way the

market works? What are the differences (structures, processes,

behaviours) between the old and new ‘game’? Which will be most

significant? What will be the benefit for customers and business? 
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Where to focus

How to compete

What to do to win

Market space

Change the game

Target markets

Distinctive assets

What is your distinctive space in the world – how will

you define it, the business that you are in? 

How will you play a different  “game”  in the market,

disruptively and distinctively? 

What are the potential new opportunities for

customers, and the benefits they would deliver? 

Making the strategic choices about where you will

focus, to shape the future in your own vision. 

Making the strategic choices about how you will

compete and succeed in this space. 

Making the strategic choices about what you will

need to change, develop and deliver over time. 

Pivot points Horizon planning

What are the big moments on this journey, the most

dramatic shifts, the key deliverables? 

What do you have (ideas, partners, brands, networks

etc) that enables you to do this better? 

What are the big (typically 3) phases (over the next

1–5 years) to deliver this strategy? 
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InsightsCustomer energizers

Customer enablers

What emotionally engages our target customers

(excites them, they would love, talk about)? 

What do our target customers want to be able to do

and achieve (which they can’t do otherwise)?  

Finding the most important, interesting, relevant and

applicable needs, priorities and ideas on from which

to drive innovation and delivery.  

Customer essentials

What are the fundamental needs and expectations of

target customers (what all brands must do)? 

Market perceptions

Market patterns

Market parallels

What are the emerging patterns (fashions and

trends) influencing our customer aspirations? 

What can we learn from other places (eg sectors with

similar customers, problems and needs)? 

What do existing and non-customers think of us, and

competitors/alternatives, today? 

Future space

Start with a context that embraces today and

tomorrow: What are the possibilities for customers, in

our chosen future ‘space’? 
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Collaborative business

Customers

How will you encourage customers to collaborate

with the business? And even more powerfully

between themselves, enabled by the brand?  

Employees

Partners

How will you encourage partners to collaborate (eg

suppliers, distributors, complinementors), facilitating

a business ecosystem? 

Experts

How will you encourage experts to collaborate with

your business (eg tech specialists, experienced

retirees, creative agencies)?  

Co-design

How to facilitate shared ideas and design, that

embraces different perspectives and priorities?

(eg ARM’s business ecosystem, Nike’s ID Studio) 

Co-develop

Co-consume

Co-support

Building an ‘ideas and networks’ business that is

sustained through smart collaborations that bring

people together. Creating the infrastructure and

incentives to enable this (eg open forums,

competitions, and communities), and business

model to capture the benefits for collaborators and

the business (faster, cheaper, better).      

How will you encourage employees to collaborate

between each other? Particularly across functions

and distance? 

How to facilitate shared build and delivery, that taps

into other capabilities and networks?

(eg Threadless t-shirts, P&G’s Connect+Develop)

How to facilitate shared purchase and usage, that is

good for customers and the environment

(eg Airbnb’s rooms to rent, Zipcars’s car sharing) 

How to facilitate shared support and selling, that is

built around community and advocacy?

(eg Avon’s network selling, Apple’s help forums) 
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Idea fusion Concept design

Divergent … generating lots of ideas, using each

‘wave’ spark more … and in particular through

“unusual combinations”  (fusions). 

Convergent … Clustering together the best ideas

into themes with similar customer benefits …

shaping small number of molecules (concepts). 

Insights

Finding the ‘right question’ to answer through

innovation, based on a prioritization of the most

important customer and broader insights. 

Evaluation

Evaluating each of the emerging concepts in terms

of customer and business attractiveness (high

medium low – impact, cost, time, risk etc). 

Business innovation

Innovating the total business concept – from product and service, business model and customer experience, partnerships and relationships … Accelerating the ‘best few’

evaluated concepts to shape further through in-market testing and adaption … to innovate the market and application, as well as business and solution.

Possibilities

Stimulating creativity through, what is possible –

technological capability, best in class solutions, ideas

from other places, and random catalysts.
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Resources

Partners

Costs

What are the business requirements, from raw

materials that is responsibly sourced, to business

infrastructure to deliver in each market? 

Who are the right partners to deliver our vision better

eg with the right capabilities, connections,

investment, and talent to make it happen?

What are the significant cost streams involved in

creating and delivering our propositions? 

Proposition

Products and Services

What are the value propositions (based around

distinctive benefits, supported by the brand) to

engage each customer segment?  

How will we deliver each of the propositions to each

customer – through configurations of products or

customized solutions?  

Customers

Networks

Revenues

Who are the target customers (consumers), and

what defines them (eg needs, attitudes, location etc).

There may be multiple segments?

What are the networks (communities, social media,

distributors, licensees etc) which amplify the potential

of our brands and market reach?   

What are the significant revenue streams we can

create through our propositions and networks? 

Profit

Adapting the configuration of each aspect of this

business model in order to find the best

combinations for sustainable, profitable growth.
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Brand purpose

Brand essence

Brand words

Brand difference

How does the brand enable people to achieve this

better? (ie better than they could otherwise?) 

What does the brand enable people to do? (what is

the new benefit which they will achieve)? 

Defining the ‘core concept’ of your brand - customers and their aspirations, not a business or product – most simply in a single word or phrase like Coca-Cola’s refreshment,

Cemex’s building communities, or Swarovski’s sparkle to everyday life. 

What are the key words that the brand seeks to

“own”  in order to create a coherent story (eg Disney’s

use of words like magic and dreams). 

Brand vision

What is our vision of a better world (market space)?

What will it be like for people? 

Brand attributes

Brands are more than names and logos, so what are

the emotions (values, personality) that characterize

the concept?  

Brand icons

What are the symbols of the brand? This might be a

logo (eg Nike’s swoosh), typography, character,

theme music, and more. 
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Idea fusion Insight

Divergent … generating lots of ideas, using each

“wave” spark more … and and in particular through

“unusual combinations” (fusions) 

What really matters to customers in this context? (eg

a specific difficulty, or specific objective, of the

segment).

Customer benefits

What are the most important benefits (eg faster,

cleaner) for this audience? These should not include

price, as that is treated separately).

Price position

How much more or less (eg 10% more), is the

proposition relative to the alternatives?  

Value proposition

Express the proposition in a statement that captures each of the above factors … but focused around the audience and benefits (eg ‘Making it easier for young people to buy

their first home’). The proposition expresses the ‘value’ (benefits less costs) to the customer, and is often called a customer value proposition (CVP). 

Audience

Who is the target segment, and what motivates

them? (propositions are typically a more relevant

expression of the brand for each segment).

Competitive difference

Context

What is the situation the customer finds themselves

in? (the context, the job to be done, the specific

description of the market space).

Why are these benefits superior to those delivered

by competitors (or alternatives)?
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Engaging customers

Enhancing sales

Enabling more

How will you engage people in your brand, driving

consideration and preference, as they explore their

needs, aspirations and options? 

How will you drive more effective sales, better

influence selection, improve perceived value to

maximize price, and sell more? 

How will you help customers to, get more out of their

purchase, to realize its full value to them, and also

repurchase and recommend others?  

Brand storytelling

What are the storylines that bring the brand to life in

a human and memorable way, and make the

propositions relevant for each customer?  

Realtime marketing

How to communicate in a fast, personal and topical

way, using the most relevant media, analytics and

creativity, to engage people now? 

Customer’s experience

What is the experience that you seek customers to

have through purchase and application? What will

they ‘see feel think do’ at each point? How can you

streamline the negative and elaborate the positive

aspects of their experience? 
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Building a community

Networks

Building a movement

Connections to brand

Loyalty to brand

Connections to peers

Loyalty to peers

How can the brand add value to this community;

facilitate, support and enhance it? 

How to evolve support into positive loyalty, that

builds retention and collaboration. 

How to help customers connect with other people

like them, to share their passions? 

How to turn trust and loyalty for each other, into

brand advocacy? 

Creating platforms in which people connect with other people like them, trust and support each other, driven by

their own vision and values, structures and rules, (around the brand but not owned by the brand). 

Which networks – from social media to physical

meetings – are most effective at facilitating

connections between people?

Inspiring an active movement of people who come together with a common purpose to achieve more (do better,

improve themselves, create change) (enabled by the brand, but not directed by the brand). 
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Gamechanger leader

Fit

Building your personal and professional fitness, the

physical and mental capacity, energy and agility, to

be a leader of change. 

Future

Focused

Combining creative flexibility with the disciplined

focus to define clear priorities and deliver against

business and personal targets. 

Financial

Balancing the short and long-term demands and

performance of the business financially, whilst

staying true to the purpose and vision. 

Communicate

Articulating a clear vision that inspires followers,

goals and priorities that creates effective focus,

whilst listening and engaging all stakeholders. 

Coach

Catalyse

Connect

Having a future orientation, making sense of a

changing world, the vision to shape the future, and

to leave a positive legacy. 

Actively supporting your people in how they think

and act, on their side, helping them to perform

better individually and as teams. 

Stretching and challenging the organization, to think

bigger and better, disrupting the culture, exploring

new ideas, encouraging participation. 

Connecting people and partners, ideas and

innovations, to create more novel solutions, break

down boundaries and improve innovativeness. 

Amplify potential

Changing your own ‘game’ whilst inspiring the

organization to do likewise – a change agent and

innovator. Head up not head down, delivering

today whilst also creating tomorrow. 

Increasing the capacity of your people and partners,

brands and business to achieve more through more

creative and diverse connections, bigger thinking in

a bigger space. 
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Cultural narrative

Brand

Purpose

Values

Communicating the purpose of the business (vision

canvas) in a way that is simple, relevant and

inspiring to everyone across the business. 

Defining the distinctive principles and beliefs of the

organization (avoiding generic words like service and

quality!) that bind it together. 

Metrics

Leaders

Behaviours

Leaders being cultural role models, bringing the

culture to life through their choices, words, and

personal behaviours. 

Identifying a small number of ‘defining gestures’ that

are symbols of the desired culture, and can be

adopted by everyone. 

Choosing performance metrics and rewards that

reflect and encourage the desired culture (eg

customer centric, shared rewards etc). 

Heritage

Communicating the brand essence in a way that

makes what we do for customers clear and relevant,

so they recognize their contribution. 

Celebrating the foundations, rituals and legends of

the organization that reinforce the distinctive culture

and meaning. 

Developing a storytelling narrative that articulates the

desired culture and brings it to life in fresh, topical

and contagious ways, eg brochures, speeches,

website, slogans, press releases etc. 
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Profit

Positive impact

Enabling

Planet

Creating positive benefits for the environment – not

just reducing the negatives – from absorbing carbon

to improved farming methods.

Creating a profitable business, that is able to sustain

growth in a way that makes a positive contribution to

society and the environment.

Designing a ‘circular’ business system that eliminates negative impacts (resource depletion, toxic emissions, waste) and instead creates a

“net positive”  impact for the world, ie leaves the world a better place than without it. In particular this focuses innovation on ways that are

‘good for customers, and good for the world’ eg driverless cars, renewable energy, collaborative consumption. 

How do you enable others – customers, employees,

suppliers, distributors – to do more good too, thereby

amplifying the positive impact?

People

Creating positive benefits for society – from

happiness and healthcare, to local employment, and

improved global living standards. 

Ethical

How responsible are your business practices, from

Fairtrade sourcing, to transparent practices,

encouraging diversity and positive living?

Enriching

How does this enhance the value to customers,

employees, shareholders – as well as leaving the

world a better place?.
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What is the economic value of the business, based

on current and future performance? How is the value

shared for sustained growth?

What are the revenue streams, ideally from sources

that are profitable and growing? How can you

enhance and accelerate these revenues? 

How profitable is the revenue generation, driven

through adding value as well as efficiency? How can

you enhance this profitability? 

What are the factors that determine success

financially eg capital, operating costs, risks, speed,

time, accessibility, licenses etc? 

What are the factors that create perceived value,

retention and advocacy for customers eg the relative

importance of brand, price, service,etc? 

What are the factors that determine success in the

market eg the relative importance of scale, choice

provenance, innovation, growth etc?  

Optimizing your portfolio of brands and products to

balance short and long-term success. 

Optimizing your choice of markets and segments to

balance short and long-term success. 

Value creation

Revenue

Profit

Business drivers

Customer drivers

Market drivers

Product mix

Market mix
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